
            

 

Licensing Sub Committee A 

 
MONDAY, 7TH NOVEMBER, 2011 at 19:00 HRS - CIVIC CENTRE, HIGH ROAD, WOOD 
GREEN, N22 8LE. 
 
MEMBERS: Councillors Mallett, Peacock (Chair) and Scott 

 
 
AGENDA 
 
 
1. WEBCASTING    
 
 Please note: This meeting may be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast 

via the Council's internet site - at the start of the meeting the Chair will 
confirm if all or part of the meeting is being filmed. The images and sound 
recording may be used for training purposes within the Council.  

 
Generally the public seating areas are not filmed. However, by entering the 
meeting room and using the public seating area, you are consenting to 
being filmed and to the possible use of those images and sound recordings 
for webcasting and/or training purposes. 

 
If you have any queries regarding this, please contact the Committee Clerk 
at the meeting. 
 

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE    
 
3. URGENT BUSINESS    
 
 The Chair will consider the admission of any late items of urgent business.  (Late 

items will be considered under the agenda item where they appear.  New items will 
be deal with at item 8 below). 
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4. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST    
 
 A member with a personal interest in a matter who attends a meeting of the authority 

at which the matter is considered must disclose to that meeting the existence and 
nature of that interest at he commencement of that consideration, or when the interest 
becomes apparent. 
 
A member with a personal interest in a matter also has a prejudicial interest in that 
matter if the interest is one which a member of the public with knowledge of the 
relevant facts would reasonably regard as so significant that it is likely to prejudice the 
member’s judgement of the public interest and if this interest affects their financial 
position or the financial position of a person or body as described in paragraph 8 of 
the Code of Conduct and/or if it relates to the determining of any approval, consent, 
licence, permission or registration in relation to them or any person or body described 
in paragraph 8 of the Code of Conduct. 
 

5. MINUTES  (PAGES 1 - 6)  
 
 To approve the minutes of the previous meeting of the Licensing Sub Committee A 

held on 4 October 2011. 
 

6. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE  (PAGES 7 - 8)  
 
 The Chair will explain the procedure that the Committee will follow for the hearing 

considered under the Licensing Act 2003 or Gambling Act 2005.  A copy of the 
procedure is attached. 
 

7. CHESTNUTS COMMUNITY CENTRE, 280 ST ANN'S ROAD, TOTTENHAM N15 
5BN  (PAGES 9 - 162)  

 
 To consider an application by the Enforcement Response Team for a review of the 

premises licence at Chestnuts Community Centre.  
 

8. ITEMS OF URGENT BUSINESS    
 
 To consider any new items of admitted under item 2 above. 

 
 
David McNulty 
Head of Local Democracy  
and Member Services  
Level 5, River Park House  
225 High Road  
Wood Green  
London N22 8HQ 
 

Helen Chapman 
Principal Committee Coordinator 
Level 5, River Park House  
225 High Road  
Wood Green  
London N22 8HQ 
 
Friday, 28 October 2011 

 



MINUTES OF THE LICENSING SUB COMMITTEE A 

TUESDAY, 4 OCTOBER 2011 

 
Councillors Mallett, Peacock (Chair) and Scott 

 
 

Also Present: Councillor Erskine. 
 

 

MINUTE 

NO. 

 

SUBJECT/DECISION 

ACTION 

BY 

 

LSCA14. 

 
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 There were no apologies for absence.  
 

 
 

LSCA15. 

 
URGENT BUSINESS  

 There were no items of urgent business. 
 

 
 

LSCA16. 

 
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

 There were no declarations of interest. 
 

 
 

LSCA17. 

 
MINUTES  

 RESOLVED 

 

That the minutes of the meeting held on 5 July 2011 be approved and 
signed by the Chair.  
 

 
 

LSCA18. 

 
SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE  

 Noted 
 

 
 

LSCA19. 

 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN, 278 MUSWELL HILL BROADWAY, 

LONDON, N10 2QR 
 

 Daliah Barrett, Licensing Officer, presented the report on the application 
for a premises licence variation in respect of Kentucky Fried Chicken 
under the Licensing Act 2003. By way of background, Ms Barrett advised 
the Committee of a number of late night premises in the immediate 
vicinity of KFC, and outlined the operating hours of these premises. 
Representations on the application had been received from the Police, 
Enforcement Response and a number of local residents and businesses.  
 
Sgt David Williams of the Metropolitan Police addressed the Committee, 
outlining his representation made in objection to the application. Sgt 
Williams advised that there had been issues in the area for a number of 
years centring around the nightclubs and fast food premises, involving 
instances of crime and disorder and anti-social behaviour. In the past 
year, Sgt Williams reported that there had been approximately 18 
incidents recorded which related specifically to the KFC premises, of 
which around 5 were staff from the KFC calling police. Incidents in the 
area had included serious assaults and disorder, and there were further 
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issues regarding dangerous and illegal parking outside premises. On 
Friday and Saturday nights in particular, the pavement outside the 
premises was very congested, with crowds spilling out into the road itself. 
It was noted that the location itself posed problems such as the pavement 
width, road layout and crossing position, and the police were actively 
looking at ways to make this area safer. Sgt Williams expressed concern 
that any increase in operating hours would increase the level of problems 
in the area and advised that police resources meant that it would not be 
possible to police the extended hours applied for. Sgt Williams asked to 
submit some photographs of the area to demonstrate some of the issues 
raised; the applicant did not object to the admission of these images and 
the Committee took them into consideration.  
 
In response to questions from the applicant’s representative, Mr 
Glazebrook, Sgt Williams confirmed that all of the 18 incidents related to 
KFC in the past year had taken place within the premises current opening 
hours, and that he did not have information on the number of incidents 
which occurred after KFC’s current opening hours. It was also confirmed 
that it was not possible to say from which specific premises such 
problems were originating.  
 
Derek Pearce, Enforcement Response Officer, outlined the Enforcement 
Response Team’s representation on the application, which focussed on 
the issue of public nuisance. Mr Pearce noted that the proposed operating 
schedule did not address the issue of people waiting outside the 
premises, leaving with food purchased and litter. Mr Pearce echoed the 
concerns of the Police regarding the large crowds congregating in the 
area at weekends and illegal parking issues, which tended to start from 
midnight onwards. It was felt that the hours requested were not 
appropriate as they would encourage more people to stand out in the 
street and increase the potential for public nuisance. The Enforcement 
Response Team recommended that the hours remain as at present, 
however if the Committee were minded to grant an extension of hours it 
was suggested that the hours not exceed those of the nearby kebab shop 
and a number of conditions were suggested. It was clarified that the main 
recommendation of the Enforcement Response Team was that no 
extension of hours be granted, as this would add to the number of people 
congregating in the area.  
 
In response to questions from Mr Glazebrook, Mr Pearce confirmed that 
there had been no noise complaints in relation to the premises over the 
past four years, and that while general complaints had been made 
regarding people congregating in the street, these were regarding the 
area in general and did not necessarily relate to any specific premises. Mr 
Pearce confirmed that the majority of issues occurred on Friday and 
Saturday nights, particularly those relating to large congregations of 
people in the street. Mr Pearce agreed that a second door supervisor on 
duty at weekends could assist with managing any queues outside the 
premises.  
 
Rachel Sheridan, a local resident, addressed the Committee in objection 
to the application. Ms Sheridan had collected 61 signatures from local 
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businesses expressing concerns regarding the late hours applied for by 
KFC and advised that the premises attracted aggressive customers who 
had caused damage to other local businesses, harassed local residents 
and obstructed people’s access to their properties. Ms Sheridan 
expressed concern regarding noise from the kitchen late at night,  from 
extractor fans and from the bins being wheeled outside at the close of 
trading, which would continue for some time after the premises closed 
and have an impact on the ability of local residents to sleep. It was 
reported that customers of the KFC lingered outside the premises and 
that measures that KFC had offered in the past such as litter patrols had 
never been implemented.  
 
In response to questions from the applicant’s representative, Ms Sheridan 
reported that she had previously had a good relationship with the owners 
of KFC and stated that all of the signatures collected on the petition were 
genuine and from local businesses.  
 
Cllr Erskine addressed the Committee on behalf of herself, Cllr Martin 
Newton and the Ward Councillors for Muswell Hill. Cllr Erskine endorsed 
the comments of the Police, who did not support the application, and 
expressed concern for local residents who were affected by late-night 
anti-social behaviour in the area such as loitering and noise. It was felt 
that any extension of hours would make these issues worse, in an area 
where there was a significant number of residential properties. Residents 
felt that if the premises was open for longer, it would attract greater 
numbers of people to the area late at night. Cllr Erskine requested that 
the application be rejected, but if it were to be granted, she requested that 
conditions be applied requiring SIA-registered door staff and that the 
premises take responsibility for noise issues.  
 
Paul Wallace, a local resident, addressed the Committee to state that 
local residents were sick of the noise in the area and wanted to be able to 
sleep. If the premises were to be open later then staff would be putting 
the bins out even later and leaving later, all creating noise much later than 
at present. Mr Wallace also noted that there were issues with KFC staff 
using local residents’ parking spaces.  
 
Mr Glazebrook addressed the Committee and stated that the premises 
had been operating for 20 years, and this was the first variation in hours 
requested. It was reported that the application was to bring the hours in 
line with other local businesses. The restaurant was a franchise, family-
run, and the applicants operated 6 restaurants in London. The restaurant 
in Camden had applied for and been granted an extension in hours 
previously, with conditions attached in line with those set out in the 
operating schedule. In addition, Mr Glazebrook stated that the applicant 
would be happy to offer a condition for 2 SIA-registered door staff to be 
on duty from 10pm until close, Friday and Saturday although this was not 
felt to be necessary during the week. It was further offered that the door 
staff would wear high-visibility jackets to make them more visible, that a 
nominated responsible manager would be on duty at all times, that a log 
book would be maintained and made available for inspection, that there 
would be CCTV - it was noted that there had been CCTV coverage of 
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internal area for some time already - and that there would be no 
admission to new customers 15 minutes before closing time. Mr 
Glazebrook furthermore requested that the hours applied for could be 
rolled back to 2am Sunday to Thursday and 4am Friday and Saturday to 
be more in line with local businesses. It was further suggested that the 
door staff would manage a queuing system at weekends and that rubbish 
bins would be retained inside at the end of trading in order to reduce the 
noise caused to local residents.  
 
Mr Glazebrook stated that the conditions offered should address the 
relevant issues, and that many of the other issues raised were more 
general issues relating to the area as a whole and not this specific 
premises. Mr Glazebrook requested that the Committee grant the 
application, with the proposed conditions.  
 

In response to questions from the Committee, it was confirmed that the 
applicant did not have the ability to increase the number or size of bins on 
the pavement outside the premises, as this would potentially cause 
obstruction and would be a planning issue. It was further confirmed that, 
were the surrounding nightclubs to reduce their operating hours, the 
premises would respond to demand accordingly. In response to a 
question from the Legal Officer regarding those conditions put forward by 
the Enforcement Response Officer which had not been mentioned earlier 
in the discussion, the applicant’s representative advised that they  were 
happy to accept those conditions.  
 
Local residents asked questions of the applicants. In response to concern 
raised regarding problems with rats in the vicinity of the premises, Mr 
Glazebrook advised that the premises had never had a problem with rats, 
was inspected regularly and had received a 5* rating from the Council 
with regards to hygiene. The applicants confirmed that they had had 
issues in the past with rowdy customers, and when asked whether this 
was likely to worsen if hours were increased, stated that it was only an 
issue when customers were queuing and became impatient, if they were 
served quickly, there were no issues.  
 
In response to a question regarding how local residents could be sure that 
the applicant would adhere to any conditions imposed, Mr Glazebrook 
responded that up until now there had been no conditions on the licence, 
but by imposing conditions, these would now be enforceable.  
 
In conclusion, Ms Sheridan stated that there had been problems in the 
past but that businesses in Muswell Hill were trying to change things and 
that this process should be embraced by KFC. The current situation was 
felt to be out of control with regards to noise, nuisance, anti-social 
behaviour and litter, which was affecting the quality of life and rights of 
residents to enjoy their property. Cllr Erskine concluded that the 
application should be refused as it would increase the existing issues in 
the area such as loitering and noise, and would attract more people into 
the area causing further problems. Cllr Erskine also noted the comments 
of the police that they would not be able to provide support for such late 
hours.  
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Mr Glazebrook concluded by saying that the premises at Camden, run by 
the applicant, was very successful and gave reason to be confident that, 
despite the issues in the area, the premises could be managed with 
extended hours. Mr Glazebrook advised that, were any of the conditions 
breached then the licence could be reviewed. The Committee were 
reminded that the businesses took its reputation very seriously. Mr 
Glazebrook requested that the application be granted.  
 
The Committee adjourned to deliberate. 
 

RESOLVED 

 
The Committee carefully considered the application, the Council’s 
Statement of Licensing Policy, the Section 182 guidance and all the 
representations. The Committee decided to grant the application, but only 
in part, namely by one hour every day. 
 
The Provision of Late Night Refreshment may be provided: 
 
Sunday to Thursday:  2300 – 0100 
Friday and Saturday: 2300 – 0300 
 
The Committee considered that, whilst all the representations clearly 
suggested that there were issues relating to public nuisance in particular, 
the imposition of conditions could adequately promote the Licensing 
Objectives. In essence, the Committee considered that the issues were 
not sufficiently attributable to KFC in the context of the surrounding 
premises to reject the application outright. The evidence suggested that 
the issues of concern were present at times well past KFC’s current 
operating hours. The evidence that KFC being open longer would 
exacerbate the issue was not sufficient in considering that no conditions 
could adequately promote the Licensing Objectives.  
 
All the conditions proposed by the applicant in the operating schedule and 
by the enforcement response team in the agenda pack are imposed, 
except where there are contradictions with the following, which broadly 
reflect those proposed by the applicant in open committee. For 
clarification, such additional conditions imposed are as follows: 
 

- 1 SIA-certified door supervisors from 10pm until closing, Sunday to 
Thursday and 2 such supervisors from 10pm until closing, Friday 
and Saturday. High visibility jackets will be worn by door 
supervisors.  

 
- There will be a nominated manager on duty at all times.  

 
- CCTV will also be installed to cover the outside front of the 

premises, as well as the internal customer area. 
 

- A queuing system will be operated by the door supervisors. 
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- The outside front area shall be cleared of litter regularly past 10pm. 
 

- An incident log will be maintained at all times and made available 
to responsible authorities on request. 

 
- Commercial waste will be kept internally and placed outside no 

earlier than 7am, the precise times the applicant is to arrange with 
their waste contractor. 

 
The Committee have taken the approach that by granting the 
application in part, a number of conditions could therefore be imposed 
which would promote the Licensing Objectives and positively address 
the issues that have been raised. 
 

All parties are reminded that should the Licensing Objectives be 
compromised, procedures exist to have the licence reviewed.  

 
 

LSCA20. 

 
ITEMS OF URGENT BUSINESS  

 There were no items of urgent business. 
 
 
The meeting closed at 22:25hrs. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Cllr Sheila Peacock 
Chair 
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LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE HEARINGS 
PROCEDURE SUMMARY 

 

  

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1. The Chair introduces himself and invites other Members, Council officers, Police, Applicant 
and Objectors to do the same. 

 

2. The Chair invites Members to disclose any prior contacts (before the hearing) with the 
parties or representations received by them 

 

3. The Chair explains the procedure to be followed by reference to this summary which will 
be distributed. 

 

  
NON-ATTENDANCE BY PARTY OR PARTIES 
 

 

4. If one or both of the parties fails to attend, the Chair decides whether to:  
(i)            grant an adjournment to another date, or  
(ii)            proceed in the absence of the non-attending party.  
Normally, an absent party will be given one further chance to attend.  

  
TOPIC HEADINGS 
 

 

 5.       The Chair suggests the “topic headings” for the hearing. In the case of the majority     of 
applications for variation of hours, or other terms and conditions, the main topic is: 
 
Whether the extensions of hours etc. applied for would conflict with the four 
licensing objectives i.e.  

 

(i) the prevention of crime and disorder, 
 

 

(ii) public safety, 
 

 

(iii) the prevention of public nuisance, and 
 

 

(iv) the protection of children from harm. 
 

 

6.      The Chair invites comments from the parties on the suggested      
           topic headings and decides whether to confirm or vary them. 
 

 

WITNESSES 
 

 

7. The Chair asks whether there are any requests by a party to call a witness and decides any 
such request. 

 

8. Only if a witness is to be called, the Chair then asks if there is a request by an opposing party 
to “cross-examine” the witness. The Chair then decides any such request. 

 

  
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE 
 

 

9.   The Chair asks whether there are any requests by any party to 
        introduce late documentary evidence. 

 

10.    If so, the Chair will ask the other party if they object to the     
        admission of the late documents. 

 

11.    If the other party do object to the admission of documents which     
        have only been produced by the first party at the hearing, then the     
        documents shall not be admitted. 
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12.    If the other party object to documents produced late but before the  
        hearing, the following criteria shall be taken into account when the  
        Chair decides whether or not to admit the late documents: 

 

(i) What is the reason for the documents being late?  
(ii) Will the other party be unfairly taken by surprise by the late documents?  
(iii) Will the party seeking to admit late documents be put at a major disadvantage if 

admission of the documents is refused? 
 

(iv) Is the late evidence really important?  
(v) Would it be better and fairer to adjourn to a later date?  

  
THE LICENSING OFFICER’S INTRODUCTION 
 

 

13.      The Licensing Officer introduces the report explaining, for      
            example, the existing hours, the hours applied for and the    
            comments of the other Council Services or outside official bodies.  
            This should be as “neutral” as possible between the parties. 
 

 

14.      The Licensing Officer can be questioned by Members and then by   
            the  parties. 
 

 

  
THE HEARING  
 

 

15.    This takes the form of a discussion led by the Chair. The Chair can  
          vary the order as appropriate but it should include: 
 

 

            (i)       an introduction by the Objectors’ main representative 
 

 

(ii) an introduction by the Applicant or representative 
 

 

(iii) questions put by Members to the Objectors 
 

 

(iv) questions put by Members to the Applicant 
 

 

(v) questions put by the Objectors to the Applicant 
 

 

(vi) questions put by the Applicant to the Objectors 
 

 

  
CLOSING ADRESSES 
 

 

16.      The Chair asks each party how much time is needed for their 
            closing address, if they need to make one.  
 

 

17.      Generally, the Objectors make their closing address before the     
            Applicant who has the right to the final closing address. 
 

 

  
THE DECISION 
 

 

18.     Members retire with the Committee Clerk and legal representative 
           to consider their decision including the imposition of conditions. 
 

 

19.    The decision is put in writing and read out in public by the  
          Committee Clerk once Members have returned to the meeting. 
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